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ABSTRACT
Cooperative analysis and design is often considered only to be applicable in settings where a system is being developed solely for the ‘user’ participants in the process. This paper, however, argues that there are good prospects in applying cooperative analysis and design techniques in specific use settings to inform development of general products. We discuss the application of cooperative – i.e. participatory – analysis and design in development of a general hypermedia framework, the DEVISE Hypermedia (DHM). A single engineering company managing one of the largest bridge/tunnel construction projects in the world was chosen as the user organization. We demonstrate how specific activities informed the general hypermedia framework and application design. Use scenarios and prototypes with example data from the users’ daily work were used as sources both to trigger design ideas and new insights regarding work practice. Mutual challenging characterised the interaction between specific cooperative analysis and design activities and general development activities. People working across boundaries facilitated this interaction, and prototypes, scenarios, and concise bullet list notes were used as mediating artefacts rather than comprehensive requirement and design specifications.
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INTRODUCTION
The work described in this paper was part of a multinational, EEC Esprit II project, EuroCoOp, developing systems supporting distributed collaborative work. This project had two main goals: analysis of CSCW needs in organizations, and development of general CSCW systems. The analysis was divided into a qualitative analysis at the Danish Great Belt Link Ltd. (GB), see [14], and a quantitative survey of some 50 German companies. The general CSCW development was split into four subprojects: hypermedia, desktop conferencing, task coordination, and enterprise information service. This paper describes and discusses the interplay between the specific GB analysis and the general hypermedia development. The hypermedia design discussed, is the DEVISE Hypermedia (DHM) framework which is described from a technical point of view in several papers [12, 13, 16]. For a general introduction to the concepts of hypertext and hypermedia, see [6].

In the project we served two ‘roles’. We served as facilitators for the general system development by providing a specific analysis of GB as well as we ourselves conducted general hypermedia development. The primary goal of the GB analysis was to provide feedback to the general system development in EuroCoOp, both on specific functionality and as long term visions for CSCW in such settings. A secondary goal was to facilitate the ongoing development at GB. To achieve these goals, we applied cooperative analysis and design techniques throughout the project [10, 29]. Moreover, some of the general developments, including the general hypermedia, cf. Figure 1, continue in a successor ESPRIT III project called EuroCODE: CSCW Open Development Environment.

Figure 1: Interaction between specific cooperative analysis and design activities at GB and general hypermedia product development.
Cooperative analysis and design

One way to conceptualise the relationship between specific and general development in the project is given in Figure 1.

The figure depicts two development cycles:

- specific cycle: development of a GB hypermedia (the smaller cycle in the rounded box)
- general cycle: the development of a general hypermedia (the larger cycle).

The terms analysis and design in the figure mean cooperative analysis [29] and cooperative design [10]. Cooperative analysis is primarily directed towards current constraints and potentials in a praxis with respect to certain possibilities for change. Thus cooperative analysis complements more traditional approaches focusing on describing praxis as is. Cooperative design is focused on constructing these future possibilities (new computer systems) given current constraints and potentials.

Cooperative analysis and design are both conducted through cooperation between people from the 'use'-praxis and analysts/designers. Furthermore, the approaches are characterised by experimentation and intervention; they both analyse and design by experimenting with alternatives to the existing, and both do it by experiments within the praxis, i.e. by intervention. For example, prototypes of future possibilities can be used to trigger new insights concerning current praxis as well as future possibilities [30].

The general cycle indicates how a specific development process, here the development of a specific GB hypermedia, may both gain from and contribute to the development of general applications, here hypermedia. In this case the development cycles for the specific domain may function for the general design in the same manner as use-sessions at GB do for the specific design. That is, as instances of concrete uses that may trigger new insights concerning current praxis as well as future possibilities.

The double arrows in Figure 1 indicates, as will be elaborated below, a reciprocal affecting and informing among the different activities.

INITIAL ACTIVITIES AT THE GREAT BELT

Figure 2 gives an outline of the EuroCoOp activities involving GB, focusing on cooperative analysis and design concerning the hypermedia development. It provides an impression of the activities depicted in Figure 1 over time. These activities are discussed in [14] at a general level, and in [24] focusing on the initial analysis and its relation to activity coordination.

In between the cooperative activities outlined in Figure 2, analysts, designers and programmers were working on technical development, and documentation. Informal contacts with the supervisors at GB were established when needed during these intermediate activities.

Initial Analysis

The objective of the initial analysis was to get an overall picture of the GB organization, its objectives, practices, objects of work (bridge construction), etc. It was carried out through a number of visits at the headquarters in Copenhagen, a site office, and a construction site. To a large degree, the focus in the initial analysis was determined by GB - they told, showed, and demonstrated what they considered to be of relevance for us. Our understanding of the GB work practice and the overall project goal led to more specific analyses, focusing on three aspects of cooperation at GB: activity coordination, synchronous communication, and (asynchronous) sharing of materials. In this paper we focus on the issue of sharing materials.

One of the primary findings in the initial analysis was that current information technology only supported vertical reporting in the organization whereas support for horizontal cooperation among different people and departments in GB was lacking. Daily work procedures were instead supported by maintaining small databases and calculations using word processors, spreadsheets, or special purpose applications. We discovered several bottlenecks and problems in the daily performance of supervision work in this setting [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial analysis</th>
<th>Activities concerning Synchronous Conferencing</th>
<th>Activities concerning Activity Coordination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observation and interviews</td>
<td>Cooperative prototyping activities in Hypermedia development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>First Workshop: Exploratory Prototype</td>
<td>Preparation for Second Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>Locating people</td>
<td>Structuring GB material for two supervision-cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing of materials and Co-authoring</td>
<td>Progress reports</td>
<td>Investigating hypermedia possibilities at GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizing shared material for refinining</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Overview of the EuroCoOp activities involving GB, highlighting the cooperative analysis and design concerning the hypermedia development.
**Future Workshop**

As an intermediate step between observations and the more intervening analysis and design, we arranged a variant of a Future Workshop [20, 21]. The goal was to encourage GB people to express views on problems and bottlenecks in GB and to generate ideas concerning how to overcome them.

Our variant differs from future workshops in the following respects: 1) The people at GB could hardly be said to be resource weak (as presumed in [20]); most of them are engineers and have used computers for years. 2) As conductors we took on a more active role in the workshop. We used our previous analysis and technical knowledge to challenge current practices as well as to suggest possible solutions. Instead of being facilitators only, we were also 'co-players'. 3) Finally, we conceived the implementation phase to be the succeeding prototyping activity.

Issues concerning recurrent tasks, exceptions in the bridge construction, locating people, and sharing of materials were raised. Our main attempt to be more active concerned the organizing of materials, which was one of the elaborated possibilities: It was a fundamental part of existing practice at the GB that retrieving of materials (letters, drawings, notes, change requests, non conformance, pictures, etc.) was accomplished via key-words. As a consequence it was almost impossible for the people at GB to imagine solutions beyond better assignment of key words. We tried to explain alternative visions such as hypermedia structures, but this was really hard for people to grasp in the abstract [22]. The future workshop provided the primary rationale for exploring possibilities for hypermedia support in supervision. See section 3 for a discussion of these activities.

**Findings with respect to management of supervision materials**

This subsection presents some of the key findings from the initial analysis and the future workshop, focusing on areas where hypermedia has a potential.

**Non-integrated access to heterogeneous materials**

The materials outlined in Figure 3 cannot be accessed in a uniform manner: some material is in central paper archives, some on the supervisors’ shelves, some on a mainframe, some on UNIX servers, some on local PC’s, etc. Many special purpose systems have been introduced to handle specific kinds of material, but the various systems, although they are quite new, mostly introduce their own monolithic storage and access paradigm. The heterogeneity of materials and systems imply a disintegratedness among the systems and it is typical that a few persons who are experts in using one of the systems become a bottleneck for accessing important information residing in a specific system.

**Re-finding of materials is difficult**

In general, retrieval is accomplished through “keys”: filenames, key-words, dates, etc. Provided one has (parts of) the key, re-finding is easy, however, this is often not the case. A typical task for a Supervisor is handling so-called "actions". Examples of such actions are: assessment of a Quality Control-form, handling a non-conformance report, handling a change-request, etc. The information needed is typically hidden in material such as: similar cases from the past, previous correspondence concerning this issue, pictures of this or similar parts of the bridge, notes concerning this issue, videos concerning the applied procedure, drawings of the part of the bridge in question, etc. Retrieving such relevant materials is difficult and cumbersome. First, the proper "key" to search in the proper archive is seldom present. Second, if the keys are present, it is rather cumbersome to collect material from (many) different archives in different locations.

Supplementary descriptions of identified problems or challenges can be found in [14]. The identified problems at GB led to a change of focus concerning development of computer support for sharing of materials. Due to the overall plan of the project we should develop better support mainly for asynchronous collaborative editing of design diagrams and reports. However, the primary problems for GB supervision appeared to be management of huge amounts of heterogeneous supervision materials. Hence, we turned the primary focus more towards the construction of an integrating hypermedia service for managing heterogeneous materials, and support for collaborative editing became a secondary goal. This was further explored in the cooperative prototyping activities described in the following section.

**COOPERATIVE PROTOTYPING ACTIVITIES**

This section discuss the three cooperative prototyping [5, 11] activities outlined in Figure 2.

**First Workshop: Exploratory prototype**

As described above, the future workshop identified problems concerning management of diverse materials in supervision and pointed at a hypermedia structure as a possible solution. Subsequently, we explored this idea through cooperative prototyping. An important goal was to let super-

---

**Figure 3: Examples on the multitude of materials used by supervisors at GB.**
visors experience link creation and following as an alternative to keyword search.

For this purpose we (the authors) spent approximately 2 weeks developing a prototype with basic hypertext features on top of HyperCard (Figure 4). The bold parts of the text node represent anchors with attached links to be followed by clicking the mouse while pressing a command key. The Comments field is used to add keywords as in the current Journal system. In addition, keywords can also be anchors for linking. The menu shows the basic hypertext functions.

Having built the hypertext prototype, GB supervisors provided example data to help them relate the hypermedia idea to their own work in the cooperative prototyping workshop [11]. Several documents from supervision work in the Prefab department were thus scanned (with OCR) and entered as nodes in the prototype. All in all approximately 1 MB of material (mostly text) was entered into the prototype.

The first cooperative prototyping session
Having prepared the prototype with example data, we conducted a series of sessions where supervisors and secretaries from GB got the opportunity to experience hypertexts in relation to their work. We organized a workshop where 10-15 people from GB participated. A brief general introduction to hypertext was given. Then they were split into groups for the actual prototyping sessions. We had two machines with the running prototype, and each group in turn got a short demo, and the opportunity to follow and create links in the prototype. For each group one from the design team took notes, while one facilitated the session. Several aspects of the prototype were challenged by the supervisors. Both link structures and appearance of the prototype were modified during the sessions.

Outcome of the first prototyping activity

ANALYSIS

During the prototyping session a number of issues were raised that contributed to our understanding of constraints and potentials for applying hypermedia technology.

First, many of the supervisors were highly concerned with the effort needed to enter all existing materials into hypermedia networks. They mainly needed to interlink recent materials for ongoing cases, but they would definitely also need to establish links to old material. Entry of recent material and initial links potentially belonged to journalization.

Second, a critical mass of supervisors, secretaries, and area managers should commit themselves to establish links when they discover relations between parts of materials to enable effective retrieval.

Third, most of the participants in the session expressed that a company wide system with hypermedia linking capabilities would help overcome many of the serious bottlenecks in managing the huge amounts of heterogeneous materials, especially by integrating the different information sources.

DESIGN

The first prototyping session also raised a number of issues for design of hypermedia support at GB.

Our initial prototype supported span-to-node links, i.e. links from a selection in one text node to the entire destination node. The engineers, however, often have to make links to parts of larger documents, e.g. handbooks and letters. Thus it was required that the hypermedia should support also span-to-span or point-to-point links.

Second, the engineers pointed out that they often experienced one-to-many, or many-to-many relations between materials. For instance, a letter often had several addenda listed at the end. Thus it was required to have links supporting many-to-many relations.

Third, incoming letters should be made available in the hypermedia, e.g. through scanning, such that it becomes possible to annotate on top of scanned letters without changing the content.

Fourth, it was hard for the supervisors to assess whether a particular link was important to them. They proposed distinctions between link markings. Moreover, they wanted to be able to see who established a link and when.

Fifth, the engineers' typical reactions were: "Can't we use WordPerfect for editing instead?", "We don't want to throw out our existing applications!" These reactions turned out to be a strong request for a "link service" to be inte-
grated with the existing kinds of applications in the organization. Such applications include word processors, spreadsheets, CAD systems, etc.

Finally, it was pointed out that support for queries were also needed. For example, it should be possible to extract, say, all change-requests for a certain road-girder.

GB
The prototyping session also affected the GB personnel and organization. The trivial result was that it increased the participants' knowledge about technological possibilities for enhanced computer support for their work. But it also initiated several discussions on the information infrastructure of the organization.

People started questioning the disintegratedness of the existing archives. GB had one archive for letters, one for drawings, one for quality documentation, one for plans, etc. But there was no common access to these archives even though the supervisors often needed to access materials from most of these archives every day. As a concrete spin-off of the process so far, the GB personnel organized a series of internal seminars, where they discussed problems and visions about solutions. Among the visions discussed were various means to make the existing computer systems more broadly accessible and more integrated.

Revisiting goals of the general cycle
The general conclusion was that developing hypermedia technology to support management of supervision materials would increase both efficiency and quality of the supervision work in GB. Due to the overall plans for the EuroCoOp project and our research interests we were conducting a parallel activity, the general cycle, designing a so-called "Distributed hypermedia design tool". One of the authors (KG) played a main role in this other activity and was giving input from the GB activities. At this stage after the first GB prototyping activity, the general development activity adjusted its goals according to the results of the specific analysis and design activities at GB. The original idea in the general development group was to take a set of graphical and textual editors as the outset and extend them with linking capabilities. Instead it was now decided to focus on development of a general hypermedia framework that could provide an application independent linking service to support supervision based on common tools typically available in the engineering domain.

The general development group considered the Dexter Hyperertext Reference Model [18] as a technical source of inspiration for their development. The model was quite powerful with respect to the range of hypermedia concepts supported, but at the same time it was highly inspired from earlier monolithic hypermedia systems such as NoteCards [19], Intermedia [32], and KMS [1]. Nevertheless, we took the basic concepts from Dexter as the outset for developing the DHM framework. To meet the initial requirements from the specific cycle, we managed to extend the Dexter concepts making the DHM framework into an open architecture suited for developing hypermedia systems providing the possibilities for integrating third party applications.

The group responsible for the specific GB activities also committed to use a hypermedia prototype built with a first version of the DHM framework for the continued cooperative prototyping activities at GB.

Preparing for second workshop
Due to the challenges disclosed in the workshop evaluating the first prototype, we primarily addressed the following two issues in preparing for the second workshop:

- How to organize materials in a hypermedia structure.
- Who should establish initial links, how, and when.

Both issues were addressed through a cooperative prototyping session leading up to the second workshop. Although the purpose was to enter and organize GB material the work, of course, also triggered a considerable amount of design issues.

About a month before the workshop one of us (PM) went down to GB to collect a range of material primarily belonging to two supervision cases. All the paper based material (mostly letters from the contractor) were scanned and all the electronic material was converted into suitable formats. Subsequently we made a first prototype of a GB supervision hypermedia by interlinking the collected documents in a preliminary structure.

Three weeks before the workshop, four people from GB came to Aarhus in order to discuss the prototype. We presented what we had achieved so far concerning the prototype. A prolonged discussion about how to organize the material from the two cases followed.

We continued the work on the prototype and made scenarios [23] for the use of hypermedia at GB including suggestions for some of the initial links to be provided already in the journalization (where scanning of incoming documents were already considered a possibility for the future).

The week after, the people from GB came back. This time we worked mainly on two issues. The one was a session in which we and the GB people went through the prototype and discussed alternative structures and implemented some of them. The second was the introduction of new material (e.g. a masterfile that is a folder containing copies of all materials pertaining to a specific part of the bridge). From this work, three major proposals for changes emerged:

- The need to provide a sort of overlay (like a transparency on top of a node) to primarily graphical nodes and third party application. This enabled creation of link markers without altering the material (e.g. for legal reasons) or without knowing its internal representation.
- Visual representation of markers indicating what following them would yield (e.g. forward, backward, to a video, to a picture, or to a referenced drawing).
• Graphical interfaces to access data. For example, the master file would appropriately be accessed through a graphical interface consisting of a drawing of the bridge with links from the bridge elements to the appropriate master files.

Consequently, we continued the work on the prototype, simulating 'types' on the link markers with, for example <<, >>, >=, representing 'backward', 'forward', and 'see also' respectively. Furthermore, we designed a graphical interface (simulating the overlay) and finished the work on the two cases.

Besides providing valuable input to the design of the prototype the two sessions also highlighted two rather profound constraints to possible use of a hypermedia at GB - input to the analysis. Much supervision work consists in negotiating satisfactory solutions with supervisors from the contractor organization. For security reasons, it was not a possibility to interlink materials pertaining to the two organizations respectively. Furthermore, the work of gathering all the materials from GB as well as converting it into suitable formats had highlighted the inherent constraints in GB's monolithic systems with their own storage and access paradigms.

Just before the workshop, one of the supervisors joined us once again, primarily to get acquainted with the structure of the two cases and the hypermedia as such. He was the one to demonstrate the prototype at the workshop rather than one of us. The idea was (and is) that the demonstration should take as points of its departure the use of a possible hypermedia in the daily work at GB. No matter how much we had analysed at GB, we were still not supervisors.

Second workshop
As mentioned above, at the second workshop we introduced a comprehensive hypermedia prototype addressing some of the issues from the first workshop while others were still being developed. The first prototype was solely meant to show possible uses of a hypermedia. The second, (DHM) was aimed as an industrial prototype. Hence much effort had been put into developing a full-fledged hypermedia using an object-oriented database.

Contrary to the first prototype, we now supported a range of different node types. Each node type provided a viewer or an editor where the material could be displayed and manipulated with anchors. Various atomic types of nodes ("chunks" of material) were supported in the hypermedia: Text, Draw, Movie and File. Text, Draw, and Movie nodes supported editing and viewing of their respective data. File nodes supported linking to arbitrary files in the file system, and following a link to a File node implied launching the attached file with the proper application, i.e. simple integration of third party applications.

Figure 5: Example on nodes in the prototype: graphical interface, picture, video, and text node
DHM supports various composite node types: nodes that contain or reference other nodes and links, e.g. browser nodes. Browser nodes can be used to support non-link based navigation in the network. The prototype supports bi-directional links with multiple endpoints. The sources and destinations of links can be entire nodes or anchored parts of the node contents. In Text nodes span-to-span links are supported. Detailed descriptions can be found in [16].

Cooperative prototyping at the second workshop
The second workshop was held at GB October 1992. First, about 20 people were introduced to the general idea of hypermedia, how it might support work tasks, and what it would require for it to do so.

Secondly, in smaller groups, the hypermedia was demonstrated by one of the supervisors and used in work-like settings by people from management, project monitoring, journalising, reception and supervision secretaries.

In effect, the prototype developed primarily to support supervision, was now confronted with the work tasks of many other ‘functions’ in the organization. This led to new input to the design process as well as it highlighted constraints and potentials regarding a possible hypermedia at GB.

Outcome of the second workshop
ANALYSIS
Besides the design suggestions, new constraints for successful introduction of a hypermedia at GB were disclosed as well. The issue of critical mass arose already in the first workshop concerning how to establish a minimal set of links making it worthwhile to enter the hypermedia in the first place. This issue got another twist at this workshop. It became increasingly clear that for the hypermedia to be used, it required the collaboration of more ‘functions’ than just supervisors:

- the supervisors should receive their work tasks (e.g. assessment of a change request from the contractor) as hypermedia documents, i.e. the current action list should be modified to hypermedia notes with relevant material linked to it (drawings, references to handbooks, pictures, etc.).
- progress monitoring, regarding monthly reporting should send out the contractor’s assessment for the supervisors to comment on. Progress reports could be hypermedia documents in which the supervisors could respond by attaching comments to it.
- initial links should be established in journalization.

In conclusion, use of a hypermedia system in supervision heavily depends on the use of hypermedia in other departments as well. Strategies for introducing hypermedia in organizations like GB are discussed in a project report [25].

DESIGN
One outcome was the issue of awareness notifications. In the prototype we could link to, for example, the SAB (a 400 page document describing work procedures) that was heavily referenced by other documents. Changes to this document often occurred. At that time, people were notified about changes in the SAB by getting the changed pages and pasting them into their paper based original. If we assumed the SAB to be a hypertext, we should also provide notification about changes.

The hypermedia tool supported different node types, and as mentioned above, the supervision hypermedia simulated different types of link-marks (e.g. ‘>>’, ‘<<’, ‘><’). On the one hand, these were seen as offering good possibilities. On the other, it became clear that the set of types was not sufficient, and most likely never would be no matter how many could be designed. In effect, what we had to provide was a facility to let people create their own link types. Likewise, suggestions for new node types arose, for example, a kind of sticky notes and a kind of folders/directories to reflect hierarchical structures of documents.

Finally, it was seen as a major issue that the hypermedia was capable of inter-linking documents pertaining to different applications, allowing one to use ‘the best’ applications for text processing, drawings, calculations, pictures, etc. and the hypermedia as the ‘glue’ between them. Taking the consequence, the hypermedia should provide browsers, queries, hierarchies, links, node types, and the ability to link to third party applications. Editors (such as the current draw and text nodes) should be left to whatever applications people preferred for accomplishing that kind of work.

GB
The work with the prototype also challenged current strategies for organising material at GB. People began to re-conceptualise current work in light of the new possibilities. Because it was now technically possible to interrelate material from formerly isolated databases, people began to “discover” these connections. For example, supervisors formerly saw project monitoring as a necessary overhead constraining their own work (the supervisors provided much information to project monitoring). The interlinking of materials provided the supervisors with information also from project service. Consequently, these services were seen much more as a resource. Instead of being conceived as a constraining factor, they were seen as potentials in daily supervision work.

IMPACTS ON GENERAL HYPERMEDIA PRODUCT
Throughout the general hypermedia development process we improved the general design based on the specific cooperative activities at GB. The general hypermedia products being developed in course of the project are an object oriented hypermedia development framework, DHM, as well as several hypermedia systems built with the framework. The DHM framework and systems are designed to be compliant with the Dexter model [18]. This section discuss examples of impacts from the specific GB activities on the general development.
Integration of third party applications

One of the most important impacts was the strong requirement that the hypermedia should be able to integrate existing types of applications, rather than just provide new special hypermedia editors. This led to the design of an architecture with protocols that allow integration with third party applications. The design in this respect takes a radical step beyond the Dexter Model used for the general design. Ideas about integration and open system design are not entirely new [7, 27], but the requirements were pushed quite hard by the specific analysis at GB.

Consequently, we designed for different levels of integration depending on the degree of openness provided by the third-party applications, e.g. by communication protocols, APIs or the like, hence we are able to provide:

- a full-fledged linking interface from within fully open applications
- links into semi-open applications
- whole node links only, for closed applications

Our support for integration of closed applications is the File Node. More open applications are integrated through a general protocol for integrating third party applications ([9], Chap. 5), to the degree they are open. It is for instance possible to provide simple local anchoring in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets by writing small plug-in modules for Excel to call our protocol. This allows us to provide links to and from Excel via AppleEvents without having access to the source code of Excel (Figure 7).

Filtering and structuring

GB supervisors required support both for query mechanisms and hierarchical structures within hypermedia networks. This kind of support was provided by specialising the general notion of composites in the DHM framework. Basic capabilities for treating queries and collecting target notes in composites were developed, e.g. a title search. More advanced (structural) queries can be implemented by specialising the general query facility [16]. Similarly, basic facilities for structuring a hypermedia network into a tree structure like a file system directory tree has been developed in terms of container composites [12].

Annotating scanned letters and pictures

Among the requirements from GB was support for annotating scanned materials with links in an overlay on top of the scanned image. A requirement which is quite similar to those raised in the studies by De Young [8] of the auditing domain. Such support has been implemented in a specialised draw node. It has been extended to have images in the background, such that annotations can be made by means of linking to graphical objects on top of the image, See Figure 9.

Cooperation support

Another important impact came from the requirements on better support for sharing materials for the supervision activities. The need to support distributed cooperation during the supervision activities directed the general design of cooperation aware navigation and annotation facilities.

The first two prototypes evaluated at GB had no cooperation support, they were focused on the issue of evaluating the concept of hypermedia within a large scale engineering setting. A large body of requirements from the specific cycle were, however, either implicitly or explicitly concerned with multi-user and cooperation issues. For instance, it was important for GB to maintain access rights and to know who is responsible for certain documents and annotations. It was also important to support for monitoring updates to
materials involved in case-handling, e.g. the SAB. Cooperation support has been developed at the database level and has been used to extend the DHM framework to support development of cooperative hypermedia.

The above hypermedia facilities are illustrated by examples from a specific application, but the important general result is that we have developed the general DHM hypermedia application framework to support development of hypermedia applications to other specific domains and organizations. Both the underlying framework classes and the applications built with the framework can appear with a general interface not being tied to GB concepts. The influence from the specific GB activities is mainly on the selection of facilities supported and how they are designed. Of course GB specific component types mirroring specific forms and document types could be integrated in a hypermedia application to be used at GB. However, a GB hypermedia application may also be a completely general DHM application integrating GB’s general CAD, word processing, and spreadsheet applications. We claim that the DHM framework influenced by the GB activities have been designed to address a wide range of problems also identified by other researchers studying, e.g. engineering [26] and auditing [8].

**INTERACTION BETWEEN SPECIFIC AND GENERAL PROCESSES**

The project as a whole was from the outset framed by a document specifying the division of work in terms of a number of subtasks. Each subtask was specified with an abstract goal formulation, a deliverable (document or software) specification, a dependency specification, a deadline and resource allocation in person months. The specific cycle was in EuroCoOp specified by three consecutive subtasks (Pilot Requirements Elicitation, Evaluation Plan, and Evaluation). Similarly, the general cycle was specified by four consecutive subtasks (Hypermedia design tool, Object oriented database interface, Distributed hypermedia design tool, and Distributed Object oriented database interface). In the plan, only the deliverables from the specific cycle were considered as “crucial input” to the general cycle. Actually, the specific and general cycles took place in parallel.

This paper has largely been discussing how the relation, in contrast to what was specified, developed into a fruitful two way relation. In this section we discuss characteristics of such interaction concerning specific and general development, people accomplishing it, and mediating artefacts.

**Challenging interaction**

Cooperative design as conceptualised in Design at Work [10] bases itself in current practice and is directed towards envisioning future possibilities. Cooperative analysis [29] is directed towards understanding and changing constraints and potentials in current practice, and its point of departure is possible changes to the given practice. Seen this way, cooperative analysis and design continuously challenge one another as well as elaborate each other’s resources in a dialectical interaction. The interaction between specific and general cycles, cf. Figure 1, can be seen in the same manner. The role of the general cycle is to provide alternative possibilities to the specific cycle. The role of the specific cycle is to challenge (provokes) [28] the general cycle by confronting it with concrete constraints and potentials.

The general cycle provided the specific cycle with new possibilities to challenge current state of affairs. It was the general notion of hypermedia that challenged current ways of organizing material at GB in the future workshop, later the general DHM framework informed the specific analysis as well as the specific design of the GB hypermedia. Similarly, the development of a general hypermedia served as a primary means in the specific cycle: it represented alternatives to challenge the existing in the analysis and it enabled the specific hypermedia design to provide much more than horizontal prototypes.

The specific cycle provided the general cycle with specific constraints and potentials to challenge ongoing design. The general development was challenged in that it was used to develop a hypermedia interlinking a large corpus of material. This use revealed a number of bugs, inconveniences, as well as it triggered a range of new design ideas.

In both cases it was future possibilities that facilitated the challenging. It was the future possibilities of reorganizing work and technology that challenged current state of affairs in GB, and it was the future possibility that the DHM would encounter constraints and potentials similar to GB’s that challenged the DHM design and development.

What enabled these possibilities to challenge was that they mattered. A discrepancy between peoples’ current reality and alternative possibilities can only provoke or challenge if the possibilities are of importance (positive or negative).

For possibilities to matter it is important that they are realistic in both senses of the word: the sense of being likely or obtainable; and the sense of being close to real.
For people focusing on the specific cycle the closeness to reality was obtained through concrete use of the GB hypermedia prototype in extended use scenarios with data from daily work at GB. The obtainability of a hypermedia at GB became visible through product as well as process: productwise through the evolving features of the DHM (ported to several platforms, integration to third party software, supporting cooperative work, etc.), and processwise through the cooperative nature of the endeavour (current work was taken seriously, alternative ways of organizing were analyzed, current work had impact on the specific as well as the general hypermedia, etc.).

For people focusing on the general cycle the closeness to reality was mainly obtained through participation in the specific analysis at GB in contrast to reading abstract descriptions of GB work and/or requirements. The participation also made it likely that the analysis could contribute to general hypermedia design, both because the actual findings showed promising and because the general cycle via participation could influence the analysis.

In short, concrete experiences with proposed artefacts and current work at GB as well as the fact that people worked across traditional boundaries (use, analysis, design, implementation, etc.) seem to be main facilitators in the mutual challenging between specific and the general development.

**People crossing boundaries**

Development cycles do not provide challenging interaction, people do. Figure 1 depicts some objectives involved in the two cycles (specific use, analysis and design, and general use, design and development). These objectives were not directly assigned to specific people. On the contrary, the same people typically contributed to many objectives (often at the same time).

The people from GB contributed to use, analysis and design in the specific cycle: they used the GB hypermedia, they gained and contributed to new insight regarding work at GB, and they promoted new ideas for the specific design.

PM contributed primarily to analysis and design in the specific cycle as well as use of the general hypermedia, and KG contributed to development and design in the general cycle as well as analysis in the specific cycle.¹

In the case of hypermedia development at GB we (KG and PM), to a large extent, represented a cycle each (PM concentrating on the specific and KG on the general cycle). The interaction between the specific and the general cycle was characterized by being a sort of negotiation process between these cycles, constantly balancing between, on the one hand, the wish to provide prototypes that fulfilled the requirements from GB and, on the other, to maintain a general design and to manage within limited resources. Whenever requirements were put forward, for example mediated by PM, they were always considered in relation to resources and the wider applicability of the proposals. The suggestions that seemed to have wider applicability 'survived' while others were postponed.

Furthermore, the main designer (PM) in the specific cycle was himself a primary user of the hypermedia prototype developed in the general cycle. This in fact, lead to several requirements which were raised by the specific designer rather than GB. An example of such requirements, was the need to be able to convert example data smoothly from one version of the general prototype to another.

It is beneficial to break down the barriers between technical centered and user centered work in product development projects. In typical product development organizations, there is a strict division of work between people who are responsible for technical development, software engineering departments, and people who take users into account e.g., human factors and marketing departments [17]. In the hypermedia project we deliberately avoided such strict division of work, and as described we achieved a more direct interaction between user centered analysis/design and technically focused development. We found that it was possible to avoid most of the dangers used as the rationale for dividing work, e.g. developing a general product that is too closely tied to the users from a specific cycle, or having the technical people distract the users with technical details, different cultures, etc.

Cooperative design sessions including people with competencies from: a use organization, specific analysis, as well as technical design, opens up the design space. On the one hand visionary ideas from the user side can immediately be assessed and further developed by the people with the technical qualifications. On the other hand technical based ideas and visions can immediately be challenged by users and people who undertake specific analysis. We also found that our experiences from joint sessions argues strongly against introducing a third party representing or substituting the users in the interaction with the technical development people as proposed in new literature on ethnographically-informed design [3]. From our own experience in EuroCoOp, we acted as facilitators between GB and development of activity coordination, cf. Figure 2. This turned out to be inefficient cooperation and a source of misunderstandings as noted in [24], e.g. regarding interpretation of example data.

**Mediating artefacts**

With respect to mediating artefacts, the relation also developed to be much more complex than just delivering reports in one task to be read by participants in another task. In fact, comprehensive requirements specifications and general product design specifications did not play any significant role in supporting interaction between the cycles.

---

¹ The authors were of course not the only designers in the project. Many people contributed, but Morten Kyng, should be mentioned here. He participated in activities both in the general and the specific cycle. He was mainly as a process facilitator, who also organized some of the activities with the parallel activity coordination development [24].
The interaction between specific cooperative analysis and design activities and general, more technical, development activities can be efficiently facilitated with artefacts such as scenarios, prototypes, and concise bullet list notes.

For example, the results from the initial analysis activities were formulated as commented lists of problems and bottlenecks to be attacked.

Another example is scenarios. To focus the cooperative prototyping sessions we used scenario descriptions to identify what is called frame tasks in [5, 11]. For the first cooperative prototyping activity we produced scenarios representing both current work situations and a possible future work situations supported with hypermedia [23], as well as scenarios regarding activity coordination and organizational browsing [24]. The scenarios we had in mind from the beginning of the general development cycle were collaborative writing and design scenarios. As a result of the specific cycle different scenarios about integrating access to supervision materials were developed. We also generalised some of the scenarios on cooperation to act as domain independent general scenarios for cooperative hypermedia support [13].

Finally, the prototypes were quite important artefacts in mediating the interaction between the general and the specific cycles. First, the user's reactions to the first prototype were collected as bullet lists, and together with the first prototype they provided important input to the design of general hypermedia support. Second, an early hypermedia prototype based on the DHM framework was given as input to the specific GB design for development of an experimental supervision hypermedia structure. GB reactions to this prototype and the prototype with example data were again propagated back to the general development group in terms of bullet list notes and direct communication. The fact that one of the designers (KG) participated in both the specific and the general development group enabled an efficient communication without large volumes of written specifications.

Extensive written design documentation [9, 15] for the general DHM framework and applications was not produced until after the cooperative prototyping activities described in this paper. More technical specifications of system architecture and object oriented design were only applied internally in the general development activity and quite late in the process.

RELATED WORK

This section briefly compares our work to a selection of projects that has similar characteristics i.e., specific analysis of a small group of potential users has been used as input for the development of general products for a wide range of users and organizations.

The legendary UTOPIA project [4] was also aimed at developing a general product, a text and image processing system for graphical workers. The UTOPIA design process was highly cooperative and it was also based on specific analysis, in this case of work in newspaper production. Compared to the hypermedia project described here, there are significant differences in the interaction between the general and specific cycles. UTOPIA had several specific analysis and design cycles at different newspapers in Scandinavia. But the general cycle was not initiated until halfway through the four year project. At this point, the Swedish printing and computer company Liber was associated with the project; they in advance had a development project called TIPS. A formal agreement on the interaction between UTOPIA and TIPS was made. The goal was that UTOPIA should provide a written requirements specification for Liber, such that they could take the requirements into account when developing TIPS. But there were no obligation for Liber to follow the UTOPIA requirements, and vice versa no obligations for UTOPIA to promote TIPS. Compared to our experiences, the UTOPIA kind of interaction loses much of the benefits of cooperation when it comes to the technical development: First, the cycles had been initiated and run independently for a long period before interaction began. Second, there were no people in common in the general and specific cycles, thus there were no people at Liber to whom the UTOPIA experience really mattered. Third, a lot of the knowledge achieved in the cooperative analysis and design process were lost when they had to be communicated to TIPS as a written specification. Due to our background, our work learned from UTOPIA regarding cooperative techniques. However, we moved them further towards the technical implementation of a product based on specific cooperative analysis and design.

The Case-handling project described by Pape and Thoresen [31], is aimed at developing a system for Town Planning Departments in Norwegian municipalities. The project was not aimed at developing a general product in the same sense as our project, it was aimed at developing a core system for Norwegian TPDs which could be tailored to meet the needs of specific municipalities through a compressed cooperative design process. In the Case-handling project, there were three parties involved, a system manufacturer, process consultants, and people from three TPDs. There were one main specific cycle going on in close interaction with the general development; and two other specific cycles were undertaken to study variations in requirements for the system. In this project it was mainly the process consultants who facilitated the interaction between the specific and general cycles. A similarity to our project which is emphasized is the observation that the cooperative analysis and design activities themselves lead to reconsideration and change of the current work organization in the use organization.

The Class project described by Anderson and Crocca [2], aimed at developing a system for preservation of library books through digital reproduction. The project was accomplished through what is called a codevelopment approach, where Xerox Engineers and Librarians at Cornell University cooperate on the analysis, design and implementation of the Class system. Here a specific analysis and design cycle is going on at the Cornell Library, where the en-
engineers at some point installs a running prototype for the librarians. The general development cycle takes place at a Xerox engineering lab located 90 miles from Cornell. The approach in this project is much like the approach taken in our project. The developing engineers are themselves responsible for the specific analysis and design at the library. A sociologist was involved in the project to study the process, not to contribute to the development. The key observations here are in line with our observations: personal relationships between the specific and general cycles are important and individuals should be able to participate in many different types of tasks some of which are on the edge of a priori qualifications. A difference to our project concerning the interaction is that, the Class project seems to use phone conversations and a traditional meeting kind of interaction rather than direct involvement in terms of workshops and joint prototyping sessions.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper discussed an extensive case of applying specific cooperative analysis and design activities in the context of general hypermedia system development. It has been demonstrated how observational studies, a Future Workshop, and a series of Cooperative Prototyping activities in a specific organization has provided important input for general product development. Subsequently, it has been described how the specific organization has benefited from the cooperative analysis and design activities before getting any software product as result.

The general development activity continues within the context of the ESPRIT successor project EuroCODE. In this project the DHM framework will be used as an integrated part of several demonstrator systems to be evaluated at GB. Moreover, the DHM framework is currently being used for a new and concentrated specific cycle in a large Danish company, Grundfos Ltd., producing pump systems. This specific cycle has already provided feedback to the general development activity in that it raised critical requirements on how to organize screen layout of hypermedia material.

Finally, cooperative – participatory – analysis and design approaches are often considered difficult to pursue within general product development settings [17]. The approaches are typically seen as applicable solely in ‘in-house’ settings where a system is being developed for the participating user organization, only. However, given the experiences described in this paper, we also see good prospects in applying cooperative analysis and design techniques in specific use settings to inform development of general products. However, boundaries of work and use of mediating artefacts may need to be revisited in light of mutually challenging development cycles.
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